Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday
__|

March
__|

__|

Make your own
“book-on-tape”
Write in your journal

__|

Write in your journal

__|

Write in your journal

__|

Write in your journal

(record yourself reading a
story on a device or on the
computer)

__|

Scrapbook a page of
pictures of you with
your family; journal
the page
__|

Do a Fill-In Story

__|

Learn about different
styles of paper
airplanes

__|

__|

Evaluate the goal you
made at the
beginning of Feb.;
write down your
accomplishments

Write a letter to your
mom or dad; put it on
her/his pillow

Write a letter to your
mom or dad; put it on
her/his pillow
__|

__|

Learn about some of
the changes that
happen in the
springtime

Make up your own
characters and write
a story about them

__|

Make a roller box
story from one of
your favorite books
__|

Color a coloring page
and make up a story
to go with it
__|

Fold and fly some
airplanes you
learned about
__|

Play a game of
Hangman with a
friend or family
member

__|

__|

Read a nursery
rhyme; color a page
that goes with it
__|

Do a word search
puzzle
__|

__|

Write a goal for this
month; write a plan
to accomplish the
goal
__|

__|

Plan a Book Club
Night (scheduled in 2
weeks)

Learn some
interesting trivia
(try to find something
you didn’t already
know)

__|

__|

Learn a new word,
learn how to spell it,
and use it properly
while speaking
__|

Read one of your
favorite stories; make
a map of the location
of the story
__|

(record yourself reading a
story on a device or on the
computer)

Learn to make a
solar pizza box oven
__|

Book Club Night

__|

Make your own
“book-on-tape”

Write a true story
about when you met
one of your friends

Learn about some of
the changes that
happen in the
springtime

Find as many
synonyms as you
can for the word
“happy”; use them
throughout the day
__|

Make up your own
characters and write
a story about them

Saturday
__|

Play a game of
Hangman with a friend
or family member

__|

Write a poem about
springtime
__|

Write a story about
your best friend
__|

Write an article for a
family newsletter
__|

Evaluate the yearly
goal you made, what
steps you have taken,
and what still needs to
be done
__|

Play a game of Bingo

